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Word from the Chair
A dictionary writing system (DWS) is a piece of software for writing and
producing a dictionary. It might include an editor, a database, a Web interface
and various management tools (for allocating work etc.). It operates with a
dictionary grammar, which specifies the structure of the dictionary.
The workshop is relevant for:
•
•
•
•

dictionary project managers;
lexical database users and developers;
lexicographers;
students of lexicography, lexicology, computational linguistics.

The workshop follows similar successful events in Brighton, U.K. in 2002 and
2003, and Brno, the Czech Republic in 2004.
— Adam Kilgarriff
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The IEL dictionary management system of
Estonian
Margit Langemets, Andres Loopmann & Ülle Viks
Institute of the Estonian Language, Tallinn, Estonia
E-mail: {margit.langemets,andres.loopmann,ylle.viks}@eki.ee
Web: http://www.eki.ee/index.html.en
Abstract The demo presents a Dictionary Management System (created at the Institute of the
Estonian Language) containing tools for lexicographers to compile, edit and layout
dictionaries. The independent components of the System are: (a) dictionary databases in XML
format, and (b) software for dictionary management. The System has been successfully
implemented by compiling and editing Volume 4 of the five-volume Estonian–Russian
Dictionary (EST-RUSS 1997–) and by editing of the Orthological Dictionary (OD 2006). The
System is meant to be developed into an interactive lexicographer's working environment,
incorporating other language resources as well as language software. The System exists in a
local as well as a Web version.

1. Background
Around twenty electronic versions of dictionaries have been compiled by different teams of
lexicographers and language technologists at the Institute of the Estonian Language
(henceforth IEL) since 1978. These lexical resources differ substantially in their realisation, as
technical equipment as well as overall knowledge have changed enormously over the past
quarter of a century.
Like many other countries we have followed the scheme of starting from
typographical or presentational markup – implicit from the point of view of the inner structure
and function of the text – then moving on towards an explicit structural view, firstly, using
linear descriptional markup, and later on, generic markup, which enables one to describe the
structure of the document in greater or less detail and any features one desires to encode, and,
of course, to process the document algorithmically, as well as its final publication. The
methods of lexical encoding are described in Langemets (2000; 2002), an overview of earlier
electronic dictionaries of Estonian is given in Viks (1990).
The first attempt to associate structural control with direct compiling and input of a
dictionary was made in the early 1990s, when the manuscript of Volume 1 of the five-volume
Estonian–Russian Dictionary (EST-RUSS 1997–) had been completed. The lexicographer
was guided by a special computer program to fill in the content of different structural
elements of the entry in strict order, following the rules for the specific context. For example,
after entering the headword, one could choose either sense indication, definition or translation,
after the translation equivalent one had to present Russian grammatical information, etc. So,
the structure of the document was checked against the rules, but the structural description was
still linear, not hierarchical, thus ignoring the real picture of the entry. In addition, during the
many years of compiling the manuscript the dictionary program, which was not user-friendly
at all, had gone extremely out of date.
In 2005 we started implementing new in-house software – the IEL Dictionary
Management System –, aiming at becoming more universal, Web-based, and user-friendly
(Loopmann et al. 2006). The two independent components of the System are: (a) dictionary
databases, and (b) software for dictionary management.
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2. Dictionary databases
The format for presenting dictionary data is XML, accepted widely as a standard for
describing dictionaries and other language resources (XML 1.0; Calzolari et al. 2001). By
means of XML the structural elements (headword, senses, examples, etc.), covering the whole
content of the dictionary, are encoded. The physical and logical structure of each dictionary is
defined by the schema. The result (i.e. the compiled entries) is validated against the schema,
both at user option and generally, to guarantee the well-formedness of the entire document.
The XML markup may be generated in different ways:
• manually, using an ordinary text editor;
• semi-automatically, transforming and deriving data from other markup styles;
• automatically, using the Dictionary Management System.
Only few databases have been marked manually. These have been small, temporary interim
forms for presenting some kind of original material (usually created with the help of
Microsoft Word macros), incorporated into other lexicons as soon as possible.
Semi-automatic transformation of dictionary data into XML format is the most used
method (both now and in the nearest future), as all the major dictionaries started in the 1980s
or earlier have been fed into the computer using linear descriptional markup. By now the
procedure of transformation has been completed for two voluminous traditional dictionaries.
In 2005 the editorial team of the Estonian–Russian Dictionary tested the new dictionary
system, then being the pioneers of using it in their everyday work for compiling and editing
the last two volumes of the dictionary (out of five, with a total of 80,000 headwords). The
second ‘reformatted’ dictionary is the monolingual Orthological Dictionary (OD 1999), the
supplemented edition of which is to be published in 2006 (OD 2006).
The earlier electronic versions of dictionary texts may be quite specific, each
demanding a lot of work. In some cases the entries have to be restructured to fit into the XML
schema as the simplest possible (the more complex the structure, the more problems with
using the system). The effort of standardising, however, is worthwhile when a dictionary text
is to be reused, for example as a basis for new dictionaries, or for supplementing the same
dictionary, or as a possible component of different language technology applications.
Fully automatically, using the Dictionary Management System, are and will be
compiled all new original dictionaries initiated at the Institute, the first of which is the
ongoing national project Estonian-X Dictionary (40,000 headwords) aiming to provide the
source language (L1) for different medium-sized bilingual dictionaries.
3. The management system
The Dictionary Management System (DMS) enables dictionaries to be stored in XML format.
Alongside lexicographical functions (compiling and editing dictionary entries) it includes
some general functions (Web interface, dictionary layout, etc.). The basic functions and
requirements of DMS follow the needs of the lexicographer’s working process and are
oriented to making the DMS user-friendly.
3.1. DMS basic functions
1) adding (compiling) a new entry;
2) modifying (editing) an existing entry: adding/changing/deleting elements and
attributes;
3) deleting an entry;
12

4) entry search, based on various features: element/attribute existence, their value;
additional options are considering or ignoring non-letter symbols and case sensitivity,
use of meta-characters;
5) dictionary layout: viewing entry, displaying search results;
6) alphabetical sorting of entries;
7) validation of an entry against the XML schema;
8) log of the working process: saving the date, time and username for every entry.
3.2. DMS basic requirements
1) Web-based organisation of the DMS: a dictionary should be edited collectively;
2) workstation software should be based on standards and the components should be
easily installable;
3) search of entries should be simple, using a number of different characteristics;
4) allowed operations should be context sensitive: the user need not be aware of the
technical characteristics of the XML schemas;
5) an entry should meet the XML schema requirements; if not, the entry cannot be saved;
6) the user changes only text, while the entry view and layout are generated
automatically;
7) an XML element and its view in different areas are connected: clicking on an XML
element shows it in preview with a different background colour and vice versa;
8) the user’s username and date/time are saved automatically.
3.3. DMS technical realisation
On the server side, an Apache Web server is used; on the workstation side, Microsoft Internet
Explorer 6 or higher is required. The DMS window has three areas: (a) the editing area
visualises the structure of the entry and presents every XML element in its own editing box;
(b) the preview area visualizes the format of the entry similar to the final look of the printed
document; (c) the functional area is for menus, buttons and info.
The following example shows the entry aabe ‘letter’ in the Estonian-Russian
dictionary:
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On the left side, the editing area (10) is shown, on the right, the preview area (11) is shown.
XSLTs (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations) are used for generating the editing
and preview areas. At the top of the screenshot, the functional area is shown. On the topmost
row, buttons for adding a new entry (1), saving an entry (2), renaming an entry (3), and
deleting an entry (4) are shown. On the second row, the menu of element names (5) is shown.
Input box (6) is meant for attributes text, box (7) for elements text. Checkbox (8) determines
the case sensitivity of the search, checkbox (9) determines if non-letter symbols are included
in the search. A context menu (13) appears when the element name (12) is right-clicked. By
means of context menu, one can add/delete elements/attributes, copy/paste elements, etc.
According to the schema context one can add a new element before or after a clicked element.
On top of the preview are buttons for entry layout and printing. Entries chosen for layout are
displayed in Word.
3.4. Pre-processing of dictionaries
The loading of an existing dictionary into the DMS involves several procedures (XML format
is a condition sine qua non):
1) creating the schema of the dictionary;
2) creating two views: one for the editing area (structured view) and another for the
preview area (layout view);
3) working out the templates for adding new dictionary entries, new hierarchy groups, etc.
Procedures of creating the schema and the views are automated, and after loading an existing
XML-dictionary only tuning is needed. In case a dictionary is to be compiled from scratch the
schema is created in tight cooperation with lexicographers: all elements, attributes, groups and
their properties are predefined manually.
4. Current developments, problems and perspectives
The IEL Dictionary Management System has been successfully implemented. Volume 4 of
the five-volume Estonian–Russian Dictionary (EST-RUSS 1997–) has been completely
compiled and edited using the DMS. The database of the Orthological Dictionary (OD 1999)
has been ‘reformatted’ for the system, the ongoing work is concerned with the final
supplements of the new edition of the dictionary (OD 2006). The work with the biggest
dictionary of Estonian – the Defining Dictionary of Estonian (DD 1988–, the manuscript to be
finished in 2007, covering 150,000 headwords) – is in the preliminary phase; the
lexicographic work with new words (forming a supplement of the DD) has been started using
the DMS.
Lexicographers (editorial teams) differ a lot in their attitudes towards changing
working habits, or towards machines in general, so it demands a lot of patience and time to
teach lexicographers to start accustoming themselves to system-based thinking.
The XML database of the Estonian–Russian Dictionary will be one of the most
important lexical bases for creating the Estonian–X Dictionary database (40,000 headwords).
So far it has been used as a direct source material for two dictionary projects (Estonian–
Latvian and Estonian–French).
The IEL Dictionary Management System is meant to be developed into an interactive
lexicographer’s working environment which, being as user-friendly as possible, should enable
the editors to focus only on the content of the dictionary. This purpose will be served by
incorporating other language resources (text corpora, other dictionaries and databases, etc.) as
well as language software (automatic morphology, derivation and compounding, statistics,
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etc.). This will enormously facilitate automatic generation of morphological data (part of
speech, inflectional type, etc., cf. Viks 2000), importing appropriate linguistic data
(dependency relations, definitions, style labels, etc.) from other dictionaries, importing
appropriate text examples from corpora and/or the Web, etc.
The IEL Dictionary Management System exists in a local as well as a Web version,
and besides managing lexicographic data, one may well imagine it adapted for managing all
kinds of structural data.
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New clients for dictionary writing on the
DEB platform
Aleš Horák, Karel Pala, Adam Rambousek & Pavel Rychlý
Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
E-mail: {hales,pala,xrambous,pary}@fi.muni.cz
Web: http://www.fi.muni.cz/
Abstract In this presentation, we offer an overview of the new clients based on the XML
database system called DEBII. Thanks to the versatile nature of the XML format this platform
enables us to develop various applications, namely the management (editing, browsing and
other functions) of the electronic readable dictionaries, WordNet-like lexical databases as well
as ontologies for Semantic Web applications. First, we characterize the main features of the
whole DEBII dictionary writing platform, and then the implementation strategies of both
server and client part of the DEBII platform are briefly described. Second, we present the
following tools/clients: 1. DEBVisDic – which allows to handle different lexical resources
and can be used as an appropriate tool for future standardisation of WordNet-like databases, 2.
PRALED – a client for building the Czech Lexical Database, 3. DEBDict – a browser for
parallel viewing of several electronic dictionaries, 4. DEB CPA browser and editor – a client
for development of corpus patterns of verbs, and 5. DEB TEDI tool – a client for building the
Czech Terminological Dictionary. For each of the mentioned DEB clients we give their main
features and briefly describe their functionality.

1. Introduction
There is a need to handle various lexical resources that take the form of wordnets, ontologies,
valency lexicons, framenets and others. For this purpose researchers seek software systems
that are able to store dictionary-like data using XML as the core element. Many dictionary
publishing houses operate large systems with the complex functionality of so-called
lexicographic stations that manipulate XML (DPS Longman (McNamara 2003), TshwaneLex
(Joffe & De Schryver 2004), iLEX (Erlandsen 2004) or Shoebox). However, these and similar
tools are not always able to efficiently merge and manipulate resources obtained from datadriven NLP applications. Therefore, they cannot provide a universal environment for lexical
database management as well as semantic networks and ontologies. They also represent rather
large systems that are quite complex which is not always an advantage. Last but not least,
some of them are not so cheap.
We decided to build a DEBII platform on which the individual clients can work – in
our view this solution is quite modular and flexible since the clients can be adapted for the
particular purpose in a short time. One of the reasons for this solution is the fact that some
well-known lexical resources in the NLP field take the form of semantic networks – the best
examples are the Princeton WordNet (Fellbaum 1998), multilingual EuroWordNet 1 (2
projects, 1998-99), and also the BalkaNet project (2001-4) in which the wordnets for 13
languages have been developed (English, Dutch, Italian, Spanish, French, German, Czech,
Estonian, Bulgarian, Greek, Romanian, Serbian and Turkish).
In the course of the BalkaNet project’s work, the specialised software tools for
browsing and editing wordnets have been designed and implemented, without which the job
could hardly have been performed – the editor and browser VisDic (Horák & Smrž 2004).
The tool has its limitations – it was designed as a local tool only and its flexibility is rather
limited.
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2. The main features of a common XML platform
The DEB platform (DEBII, i.e. its second version) follows a strict client-server architecture.
The actual development of applications within the DEB platform can be divided into the
server part (the server side functionality) and the client part (graphical interfaces with only
simple functionality). The server part is built from small parts, called servlets, which allow a
modular composition of all services.
The clients communicate with servlets using HTTP requests in a manner similar to the
popular concept in Web development called AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML,
Rosenfeld & Morville 1998). The data are transported (using plain HTTP) in RDF, generic
XML or plain text formats, or they are marshalled using JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)
data structure encapsulation.
The actual data storage backend on the server side is provided by the Berkeley DB
XML, which is a native XML database providing XPath and XQuery access into a set of
document containers. The metadata are stored in the widely-used Berkeley DB embedded
database which runs on many systems and devices ranging from Linux and Windows
operating systems to mobile phones. The Berkeley DB XML comes in the form of a C++
library with interfaces to many scripting languages.
Since the client applications are mostly oriented to the GUIs (graphical user
interfaces), we have decided to adopt the concepts of the Mozilla Development Platform
(Boswell et al. 2002). The Firefox Web browser is one of the many applications created using
this platform.
The Mozilla Cross Platform Engine provides a clear separation between application
logic and definition, presentation and language-specific texts. The application design is
simple and allows for the possibility of concurrent work by different team members which
leads to significant time savings.
The main ‘programming language’ used for the GUI design of the DEB clients is
called XUL (XML User-interface Language, pronounced ‘zool’). XUL is a user interface
description language based on XML. It allows for the relatively simple creation of crossplatform applications with the possibility of easy customisation of design, texts and
localisation. XUL itself is aimed only at creating a user interface (e.g. windows, buttons or
toolbars), but it incorporates a wide range of standard technologies:
• Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) for the visual style of the application;
• JavaScript as a programming language for simple application logic;
• Document Object Model (DOM), XSLT and XPath to work with HTML and XML
documents;
• DTD for easy localisation;
• RDF as data source.
2.1. Why client-server architecture?
In the client-server environment, the server provides different interfaces using the same data
structure and these interfaces can be reused by many client applications. For example, several
client applications are using the same interface to query XML dictionaries (with different
underlying structures).
One of the main benefits of developing a new dictionary tool on the DEB platform is
the homogeneity of the data structure and presentation. If the tool developer commits a
change in the data presentation, this change will automatically appear in each client software.
And of course, any data flaws discovered can be instantly corrected: there is no need to
change the client software or provide new data files to each client.
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The data sources can even be implemented with different structures, which the server
transforms seamlessly to a homogeneous form, which is then provided to client applications.
2.2. The clients-users’ interfaces
The DEB clients are written in XUL and JavaScript and integrate with the Mozilla Firefox
Web browser. This allows us to use both Mozilla’s user interface engine and its
HTML/XHTML rendering engine as well as built-in components for interaction with the file
system on the client computers, XPath interpreter, RDF processor, etc.
Due to the feature-rich client architecture the developers may decide whether certain
operations should be done on the server or on client parts – for instance XSLT transformation
can be done on both sides.
The particular DEB clients that are currently being implemented within the DEB
platform include DEBDict, DEBVisDic, PRALED, DEB CPA and DEB TEDI. We will
briefly describe each of them in the next paragraphs.
DEBDict – general dictionary browser. This simple DEB client demonstrates several basic
functions of the system:
• multilingual user interface (English, Czech, others can be easily added);
• queries to several XML dictionaries (of different underlying structures) with the result
passed through an XSLT transformation;
• connection to Czech morphological analyser;
• connection to an external website (Google, Answers.com);
• connection to a geographical information system (display of geographical links
directly on their positions within a cartographic map) or any similar application.

Figure 1: The DEBDict common interface to several dictionaries with different structures
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As can be seen in Figure 1, the version of DEBDict that is currently running on our server
provides a common interface to seven dictionaries:
• the Dictionary of Literary Czech Language (SSJČ, 180,000 entries);
• the Dictionary of Foreign Words (46,000 entries);
• the Dictionary of Literary Czech (SSČ, 49,000 entries);
• the Dictionary of Czech Synonyms (thesaurus, 23,000 entries);
• two dictionaries of Czech Phrasal Words and Idioms (4,000 and 10,000 entries);
• the Diderot Encyclopaedia (90,000 entries).
As an addition, DEBDict features an interconnection to several Web systems and the
geographical system with the list of Czech towns and cities.
DEBVisDic – wordnet editor. DEBVisDic has been conceived as a reimplementation of the
previous tool for wordnet semantic networks – VisDic. VisDic already exploits the XML data
format thus making the wordnet-like databases more standard and exchangeable. Moreover,
thanks to its general configuration, VisDic can serve for developing various types of
dictionaries, be these monolingual, translational, thesauri or multilingually linked wordnetlike databases.

Figure 2: The DEBVisDic interface
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The experience with the VisDic tool during the BalkaNet project has been extremely positive
(Horák & Smrž 2004) and it was used as the main tool with which all six BalkaNet national
wordnets were developed.
Within the development of DEBVisDic we pay attention to the relations between
wordnets and the Semantic Web. DEBVisDic uses a new ‘windowed interface’, see Figure 2,
that allows a user to arrange the client layout without any limitations. Of course, DEBVisDic
contains all the main features that were present in VisDic, like multiple views of multiple
wordnets, hypero-hyponymic tree browsing, inter-dictionary linking or synset editing. With
the help of the DEB platform reusability, DEBVisDic is supplemented with a number of new
features that were so far accessible only as separate tools or resources such as a connection to
a morphological analyser (for languages where it is available), language corpora (including
Word Sketch statistics), access to any electronic dictionaries stored within the DEB server, or
searching within encyclopaedic websites.
The client-server architecture allows for an easy connection of other existing
applications to the DEB wordnet server. An example of such an application is a direct
interface to the Visual Browser tool (Nevěřilová) that now displays the graphical
representation of the semantic network from the same database which is displayed in the
DEBVisDic tool.
PRALED – Czech Lexical Database tool. PRALED is a browser and editor designed for the
development of the Czech Lexical Database, CLD. It serves as the main tool for the
preparation of the new comprehensive and exhaustive database of lexicographic information
of the Czech language. At present, the user’s part of PRALED is under development at the
Institute of the Czech Language, Czech Academy of Sciences, in Prague. Here DEBII is used
as a full-blown dictionary writing system platform. Thus the main part of the interface
consists of the form for lexicographers who can use it for writing the individual entries. The
form contains the following fields:
• variants characterised by the appropriate features;
• morphological information;
• syntactic information in the form of valency frames;
• sense definitions;
• word derivation information;
• semantic relations (hyperonymy/hyponymy, antonymy, cohyponymy, …);
• etymological information (where it is relevant);
• morphological analyser/module, which is not a field but a link.
The forms can be easily linked to the corpus manager Manatee/Bonito and the Word Sketch
Engine (Kilgarriff et al. 2004). PRALED, in fact, serves as a complete lexicographers’ station.
DEB CPA editor and browser. Corpus Pattern Analysis or CPA (Hanks 2004) is a new
technique for mapping meaning to words in text. No attempt is made in CPA to identify the
meaning of a verb or noun directly as a word in isolation. Instead, meanings are associated
with prototypical sentence contexts. Concordance lines are grouped into semantically
motivated syntagmatic patterns. Associating a ‘meaning’ with each pattern is a secondary step,
carried out in close coordination with the assignment of concordance lines to patterns.
The CPA editing tool, see Figure 3, displays the list of verb entries, along with the
information on who updated which entry when. Each entry consist of several patterns (the
number of patterns is not limited) and it is possible to freely modify their order and content.
The main part of the tool, the pattern editing window, allows entering and modifying all the
information about one pattern.
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Figure 3: The DEB CPA tool
The form is very versatile, for instance it allows for the addition of any number of
subject/object alternations. The tool is connected to an online resource: it is possible to look
up subject and object semantic types in the Brandeis Semantic Ontology (Pustejovsky et al.
2006) which is hosted on a Web server at Brandeis University. Examples documenting the
pattern are taken from the BNC using a modified version of the Bonito2 corpus manager that
is integrated into the DEB CPA tool.
DEB TEDI terminological dictionary tool. The DEB TEDI client is the main tool used for
the preparation of a new big terminological dictionary of Czech. This work is a joint project
of the Czech publisher NLN and Masaryk University. The aim of the project is to build a
terminological database consisting of about 250,000 dictionary entries. Several printed
dictionaries of different size will be generated from that database.
3. Conclusions and future directions
We have described the current state of development of clients (dictionary tools) based on the
DEBII platform. This platform offers a common implementation base for client/server
architecture. Thanks to its high modularity, configurability and flexibility it can be easily
adapted for various lexicographic tasks. Using this basis, new individual and powerful
dictionary writing tools (clients) such as DEBVisDic are implemented.
In our view the DEB platform is being (and will be) thoroughly tested with its clients.
For example, the DEBVisDic is currently being prepared for the Dutch Cornetto project and
for the Hungarian WordNet project. We are also discussing the possibility of DEBVisDic as
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the main wordnet tool in the near future, namely for the preparation of the World WordNet
Grid (Fellbaum, personal communication, May 2006).
The PRALED client is used at the Institute of the Czech Language, Czech Academy
of Sciences, in Prague, as a dictionary writing system for building the Czech Lexical Database
which is a large project planned for about six years from now. The goal is to develop a lexical
database of contemporary Czech containing approximately 100,000 entries. An important new
feature here is that PRALED will be linked to the Manatee/Bonito corpus manager and the
Word Sketch Engine.
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From an Online Dictionary to an
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Abstract Web-based-only dictionaries are rarely so flexible to propose a high granularity
level of annotation together with a considerable number of lemmas inserted into them. In
many projects we can find a large quantity of lemmas with little information or a small
amount of lemmas with a lot of information for each word. ELDIT is a so-called cross-lingual
electronic learners’ dictionary for German and Italian. In this paper we will propose our
approach that will show how to complete and to continually update this web-based dictionary
by using an online DWS (dictionary writing system) that is dedicated to people with limited
experience in the specific field. The intention of our prototype of a DWS is to help users at
different knowledge levels to contribute to the dictionary easily, with an interface accessible
from anywhere, using software with an adaptive approach considering the person’s skills,
experience and data selection. Furthermore, the ELDIT authoring tool is also an experiment to
create an online learning system dedicated to university students to introduce structural
linguistics and lexicography in a very practical way. It is intended as a cooperative approach –
we might call it a ‘controlled wiki approach’ – where students complete online dictionary
contents together with a tutor’s constant feedback without the need for any massive external
support.

1. The ELDIT dictionary: Lexicographic features
At the European Academy (EURAC) we have developed a computer-assisted language
learning system called ELDIT (Elektronisches Lern(er)wörterbuch Deutsch ITalienisch
‘Electronic learners’ dictionary for German and Italian’). The main modules of the system are
an electronic learners’ dictionary, a learners’ text corpus, a short grammar section and a
module with quizzes. Each word in the whole system is annotated with a lemma and part-ofspeech information, and is linked to the corresponding dictionary entry, which facilitates
quick dictionary access for unknown words.
The innovative dictionary, which is the core part and the most advanced module of the
system, is different from other lexicographic products regarding the following characteristics:
• ELDIT is a new type of dictionary, called ‘cross-lingual’ (Abel & Weber 2005). It is
on the one hand designed as two separate monolingual dictionaries in that the meaning
of each word is explained by a definition in the same language. This approach fulfils
pedagogical demands which claim that it is better for the learner to remain in the
target language. On the other hand the definitions are extended with translations, a
typical element of bilingual dictionaries. This add-on fulfils the demands of learners
who usually prefer bilingual dictionaries (Atkins & Knowles 1990; Nuccorini 1992).
Moreover, the translation equivalent serves as an entry point to the corresponding part
of the other module. In this way, with a simple mouse click, a user can easily switch
between the two dictionary modules.
• ELDIT has been conceived for a precisely defined target group. Both the Italian and
the German modules contain a basic vocabulary consisting of about 4,000 word
entries. In this way we try to reach a target group which has been neglected in
lexicography up until now, namely beginning to intermediate language learners
(Waystage A1 – Threshold Level B1/B2). At the same time the dictionary has been
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•

elaborated for the linguistic layman: this means that we have tried to avoid
complicated linguistic expressions, metalanguage, abbreviations, and symbols in the
interface as much as possible.
ELDIT has been conceived as an electronic dictionary from the very beginning and
tries to fully exploit the medium (Abel & Weber 2000); this distinguishes it from
many other approaches which are conversions of paper dictionaries. The entries are
organised in a very modular way and are highly interlinked (Gamper & Knapp 2003).
Multimedia allows for the simultaneous use of different media such as text, images
and sounds. Animations, movable elements and colours help to transmit complex
linguistic information (Abel et al. 2003). The inclusion of computational linguistic
tools allows for providing innovative features which are outstanding even within the
most professional e-learning tools (Knapp et al. 2003; Knapp et al. 2004).

A dictionary entry is presented to the user in two frames, as seen in Figure 1. The left-hand
frame shows the lemma of the word and a list of different word meanings, each of which is
described by a definition, an example sentence, and one or more translation equivalents in the
other language. The right-hand frame is organised modularly in several tabs and shows
additional information such as word combinations, idioms, word fields, inflection, word
families, linguistic difficulties, etc.

Figure 1: A dictionary entry in ELDIT: The Italian word casa ‘house’
2. Problem description
The main purpose of online content is to increase the amount of knowledge on the Internet. It
is also desirable to create resources with the possibility to expand all the contents at every
point in time and by different contributors.
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Initially, ELDIT needed only a quite simple DWS whose purpose was to create a
fully-integrated instrument to support lexicographers. But, especially in our case of highly
structured data, this kind of operation can be very complex for people with a basic IT
knowledge and, therefore, reduce effectiveness and speed of updates.
The ELDIT collaborators were using a standard XML editor to accomplish this task,
but after an in-depth analysis, we evaluated the possibility to generate an ad hoc interface to
better support this important step of data creation, to reduce XML syntax errors, and to
respond to another requirement that was expressed by universities and was related to the need
to face the theoretical barrier within university education. Now we propose an electronic
online tool with a double task. Firstly, the tool should make students more familiar with
modern software and help avoiding a mainly theoretical introduction into linguistics and
lexicography. Secondly, the prototype is studied by a team composed of linguists and
computer scientists in order to create an ergonomic and adaptable interface that can easily
decide which fields should be proposed to the student, or to the tutor, respectively.
Hence, the proposed tool should promote a close collaboration between students and
teachers in the phase of learning and offer a technical solution towards a cooperative approach
which splits the work not only between peers and tutors but also “between a human author
and an intelligent authoring support tool, so that both human and AI agents are able to
cooperate” (Brusilovsky et al. forthcoming).
3. Dictionary writing systems
A DWS can be described as “a piece of software for writing and producing a dictionary. It
might include an editor, a database, a Web interface and various management tools (for
allocating work etc.). It operates with a dictionary grammar, which specifies the structure of
the dictionary” (Kilgarriff, page 7). Many DWSs and lexicographic tools exist. Each one
fulfils the special needs of single dictionary projects. Some of them are free, some are
commercial products, more or less adaptable and used in scientific contexts or by publishing
houses, which build their own in-house systems. For an overview see for instance Joffe & De
Schryver (2004).
Furthermore, a new trend can be noted, namely a collaborative approach whereby
experts and non-experts – without any controlling authority – work together in order to create
and improve new online lexicographic content using a freely available DWS as is for example
the case for Wiktionary.
The need was felt at EURAC to create our own highly structured and flexible system
that allows compiling new entries for the ELDIT dictionary and that interacts perfectly with
the ELDIT system (containing very special features, modules and presentation possibilities
from a linguistic as well as from a technical point of view, such as word field graphs, verb
valency descriptions by means of movable images, inflectional tables, word families, crosslinks, etc.). Now, some efforts have been made in order to render the tool easier to use and
adaptable for other contexts and purposes.
4. Implementation issues
The XML (eXtensible Markup Language) was basically intended to manage interchanges
between different sources. In our case the use of XML was necessary to provide a minimum
of structure and to support data visualisation. The use of a DTD (document type definition)
helps to standardise the input and to have basic checks on document consistency (Gamper &
Knapp 2002; Gamper & Knapp 2003; Knapp et al. 2003).
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Our first raw implementation of a basic DWS was a simple XML editor that was able
to read a DTD and to provide a minimalist interface to create/remove/update elements and
attributes into an XML document. Soon further modules were necessary to cross-link all the
contexts and to index all the data that were contained within the 8,000 XML word entries.
This kind of approach prevented the production of a more interactive dictionary and moving
to a third version of the tool was necessary to better support the users. Hence, minimal
requirements were established (interface independency from DTD, automatic approach to
cross-linking and to indexing phases, immediate publication of the new contents), and so it
became clear that we needed to modify the main engine to be a dictionary and at the same
time to also give the opportunity to process data and to link them to all the rest of the context.
Access to XML documents was implemented using the JDOM API, but rapidly
integrating cross-linking and indexing capabilities was our weak point in the workflow. For
this reason, the idea to use a database came up (up to this point we had stored the XML
documents on the disk). Only a few databases are able to provide the feature to index texts
and XML documents in general. Two important ones are Tamino by Software AG and Oracle
XML DB by Oracle Corp. These two databases presented the desired features which were the
abilities to run an XPath query, and to run a full text search against all the data set. Oracle
presented numerous advantages, particularly the ability to quickly deploy a data set and to
have it indexed in a few minutes. Oracle also presented the possibility of supporting many
more languages (23 languages at the moment) for full text search index capability, giving an
assurance about the possibility to eventually extend the dictionary in the future.
The selection of this DB yielded the advantage of using SQL (Structured Query
Language) instead of creating objects: SQL is more similar to human language for developers,
so it is much easier to modify search patterns and to refine a search after inserting a new word;
however, the XML objects are still within the design of the system, and are hidden by the
SQL language of upper layers. The use of the Oracle XML DB required a conversion from
the DTD to an XML Schema Definition (XSD), providing the advantage to manage the
document structure more easily. The introduction of XSD led to the idea to use the XSD as a
skeleton to fill a normal XML document, and to generate, based on XSLTs (Extensible
Stylesheet Language Transformations), an HTML form to be filled. The XML form was
enriched with a more suitable interface, and the basic idea was to maintain the data structure
independent from its visualisation, as it had been possible with the XML editor.
The basic DTD/XSD template is used to produce the form, and the work flow engine
solves problems such as paging and controls the entire data creation process. Previous
conversion phases from the basic linguistic document to the fine-grained XML document is
not performed at runtime but in background jobs without any user intervention; eventual
problems are tracked by the logging system and submitted to the system administrator.
Database triggers are also used to complete different views, to increase search speed, and to
manage automatic indexing after data modification and insertion.
5. Data model
The ELDIT dictionary distinguishes four different classes of words: nouns, verbs, adjectives,
and structure words. For each word class we define a corresponding DTD. Each dictionary
entry represents a single word and is stored in a corresponding XML document. XML
documents are organised into entities (table with some basic data and an additional XML
content field) in the Oracle XML database.
A word in the ELDIT dictionary is described by a large amount of information of
various types. For the purpose of language learning, a detailed representation of these data is
required, since it is very important for the learner to recognise different parts of a word or a
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sentence. For example, the DTD of the noun class contains 39 elements. Some of the elements
are compulsory, such as the element “lemma”, whereas others are optional, such as the
element “derivation”. The data model provides the ability to manage compulsory and optional
elements. If we look at the element “lemma” we can see that it is composed of just one ID and
one #PCDATA (string) value:
<!ELEMENT lemma (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST lemma id ID #IMPLIED >

Among other things we can decide to store a list of the most important derivations,
distinguishing among prefix, base and suffix of a derivation. The corresponding part of the
DTD is as follows:
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST

derivation (prebasuf?,comment?,translation*)>
derivation id ID #IMPLIED >
pattern (rawData?,w*,nbs?)>
pattern id ID #IMPLIED restricted (yes|no) "no">
comment (rawData?,w*,nbs?)>
comment id ID #IMPLIED position (before|after) "before">
translation (rawData?,w*,nbs?)>
translation id ID #IMPLIED>

The element derivation consists of three sub-elements: a prebasuf (= prefix-basis-suffix), a
comment, and possibly some translations. The prebasuf is subdivided into article, prefixes,
basis and suffixes. Comments and translations are composed of a sequence of at least one
token each. For example, the word Haus has a derivation Behausung, which can be split up
into the prefix Be, the basis haus, and the suffix ung. The article is die, and the translation is
la dimora. The corresponding part of the XML file is shown below:
<derivation id="de.n.haus.1.word0.noun0.derivation2">
<prebasuf base="Behausung" ctag="N" lexref="de.n.hochhaus.1.word0.noun0.derivation2.
prebasuf0" id="de.n.haus.1.word0.noun0.derivation2.prebasuf0">
<article ctag="S" base="d" lexref="de.g.artikel.1.LexGram0.features0.item0.gr_lem
ma0.w0" id="de.n.haus.1.word0.noun0.derivation2.prebasuf0.article0">die</article>
<praefix id="de.n.haus.1.word0.noun0.derivation2.prebasuf0.praefix0">Be</praefix>
<basis id="de.n.haus.1.word0.noun0.derivation2.prebasuf0.basis0">haus</basis>
<suffix id="de.n.haus.1.word0.noun0.derivation2.prebasuf0.suffix0">ung</suffix>
</prebasuf>
<translation id="de.n.haus.1.word0.noun0.derivation2.translation0">
<w ctag="S" base="il" lexref="it.g.articolo.1.LexGram0.features0.item0.gr_lemma0.
w0" id="de.n.haus.1.word0.noun0.derivation2.translation0.w0">la</w>
<w type="space" ctag="PON:*:*:*:*:*" base="" lexref="SSS" id="de.n.haus.1.word0.
noun0.derivation2.translation0.w1"></w>
<w ctag="N" base="dimora" lexref="KKK" id="de.n.haus.1.word0.noun0.derivation2.
translation0.w2">dimora</w>
</translation>
</derivation>

A hierarchical view of the same DTD part may be seen in Figure 2, which indicates the
complexity of this specific element. The element <w> is the lowest level element which
contains the raw data (#PCDATA). Almost all other elements (definition, translation, example,
footnote, explanation, grammatical indication, etc.) are described by this element. The
corresponding part of the DTD is as follows:
<!ELEMENT w (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST w id
ID #IMPLIED
type CDATA #IMPLIED
style CDATA #IMPLIED
nbref CDATA #IMPLIED
questref CDATA #IMPLIED
base CDATA #IMPLIED
ctag CDATA #IMPLIED
lexref CDATA #IMPLIED
collref CDATA #IMPLIED>
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The <w>-element defines several attributes, which provide additional information. The
attribute type specifies whether the enclosed data are content data or a remark. The attribute
style indicates which data have to be emphasized. The attribute “lexref” contains a reference
to another dictionary entry. In this way we can link the words in definitions, sample sentences,
collocations, etc. to the corresponding dictionary entries. The attribute “nbref” contains a
reference to a footnote within the same XML document.

Figure 2: Hierarchical view of the word-DTD: The element “derivation” is an optional child
of the element “noun”
6. Towards an online dictionary writing system: A cooperative
approach
Three actors are mainly involved in the whole process: a student, a teacher/tutor and the
program itself in the sense that it helps automatically integrating content using the ELDIT
system. Figure 3 shows the workflow subdivided in different steps.
First, the student creates a new dictionary entry for a lemma, elaborating the data and
inserting them into a form, presented to him/her on the basis of his/her skills and experience.
Afterwards, the data are sent to the ELDIT database and are enriched with new content, for
instance inflectional information and word families. The data are also pre-indexed and prelinked to the corresponding dictionary entries within the system. In case the system is not able
to integrate some data the file is sent back to the student and he/she has to complete it (e.g.
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word disambiguation when there are two different lemmas for an inflected word form) or
create material from scratch (e.g. word families).

Figure 3: Workflow of the ELDIT online dictionary writing system
Between this and the next step an additional one is planned: Always starting from the same
authoring tool, data extraction from corpora should be possible. Therefore, students can use a
concordance tool which helps to check existing word combinations, or to find new ones
which have to be inserted into the dictionary. Furthermore, on the basis of a given word
combination pattern and a special algorithm, the system will be able to search the corpus for
lexicographic examples, which can be accepted as they are, modified or rejected.
After these steps the form is submitted for a first revision to the tutor who checks the
data and provides feedback. If the dictionary entry isn’t complete, or if one or more errors
have to be corrected, the form is re-sent to the student for a revision. Now the student has to
decide if he/she is able to solve the problem(s) by him/herself or not. In the first case, he/she
does the corrections and the form is submitted to the tutor for a second evaluation. In the
second case, the student can call for help (it has still to be decided which kind of support this
will be, e.g. a theoretical session, an online tutorial, or …). Only after this additional step the
student can do the necessary corrections and submit the form to the tutor. Theoretically the resubmitting and controlling process between student and tutor can be repeated ad infinitum. As
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soon as the tutor is satisfied with the outcome, he can evaluate the result and give a final
comment or a mark. The form with the final comments is sent back to the student.
Then the data undergo a final indexing and linking process; in case the system detects
ambiguities (e.g. word classes, or …), the student has to intervene once more. Finally, the
form is scheduled for publication. The student can view the content and evaluate the impact
on the rest of the database. The word creation process is completed as soon as the document is
published.
7. Conclusions and outlook
What was presented in this paper is a draft idea and implementation of a new online tool
specific to the ELDIT database, which aims to permit users to have a more comfortable
interface to insert data or to correct data if it is needed. The proposed interface is user-friendly
and widely available thanks to modern Web client technologies. The adaptive interface also
gives the possibility of having a user-driven system, and of mitigating the sense of frustration
of some users who find some tools to be too complicated.
As a next step, our goal is to have the ability to link the authoring tool with external
resources, especially with corpora, to retrieve authentic samples that can be used by the
students to better clarify the use of a given word, and to have an immediate suggestion and
feedback from other online resources. We hope this task will also give the students insight
into the use of corpora, and show that online resources are valuable tools if used together to
refine the final result.
Finally, we propose to use ELDIT as a sample of a technically well-structured system,
which can be re-adapted to the needs of other online dictionary projects and used for a faster
deployment of new bilingual dictionaries with minimal effort.
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Abstract The MyTerMS terminographic processor was designed in 2004 for the Finnish–
Russian Forestry Dictionary Project (2003–2006), financed by the E.U. and the State
Provincial Office of Southern Finland. Later it was adapted for the Finnish–Russian
Dictionary of Idioms and for the Common Language project aimed at the compilation of an
English–Finnish–Russian glossary of the E.U. Neighbourhood Programme terminology. In
this paper we will discuss the Forestry Dictionary version of the program as it is the most
advanced one.

The name of the program comes from the words ‘My Terminology Management System’
although it is only one of many possible interpretations. MyTerMS was designed as a
terminology management system but its use in the compilation of a dictionary of idioms
demonstrates that its application is not restricted to terminological products. MyTerMS
performs all basic operations which can be expected from dictionary management software
such as adding, editing, searching, browsing, printing and deleting the entries. In addition, it
automates many operations and helps ensure the integrity of the data and the correctness of
the input.
MyTerMS is a Web interface to the underlying dictionary databases stored in the
MySQL 5 database management program. The functions of the HTTP server are performed
by Apache 2 with the ModPerl 2 module. Programming is done with Perl and DHTML.
Internet Explorer 5.5+ is required for the program to work correctly.
The first window the user encounters when he/she starts the program is the login
screen. Here the user has to specify the database, the login and the password. These are used
to identify the user in the database management program. Global authorisation is not used
because the full-fledged version of the program is accessible only from specified IP-addresses.
If the user has mistyped any of the fields or he/she wishes to log in under another name or
into another database, he/she can press the Relog button.
After the user has logged in, the list of lemmata is loaded into the upper left-hand
frame of the screen. Since the list may contain thousands of lemmata, it is divided into several
parts. The user can switch between the portions of the lemmata list by clicking on the
corresponding letters or ranges of letters. Individual entries are selected by clicking on the
entry head. By default the entries are displayed in the lower right-hand frame but they can
also be displayed in a new window.
The layout of the entries is as close to final as possible except for the presence of some
temporary and administrative data which is visually separated from the final data with colour.
Temporary and administrative data can be switched on and off by ticking the “temp” and the
“NB” checkboxes – see Figures 1 versus 2. The entries are segmented into data categories and
the articles are formed ‘on the fly’ with the help of scripts and cascading style sheets. This
means that the layout and the structure of the entries can be easily altered whenever necessary.
Searching possibilities of the program are rather extensive. The search can be performed in
any of the data categories present in the database. AND/OR operators can be used to combine
up to four search conditions. If both AND and OR operators are used, the precedence of
operations can be specified with the help of brackets.
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Figure 1: Temporary (red) and administrative (green) data is switched on

Figure 2: Final layout: Temporary and administrative data are switched off
All operators used in the MySQL database management software can be used in the search,
including exact match, wildcard search, numerical comparison and regular expressions. A
more familiar asterisk is used to substitute the SQL percentage sign as a wildcard symbol. The
search may be case-sensitive or case-insensitive. Depending on the user’s choice the program
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either displays the entry heads of the articles which correspond to the criteria, in the lower
left-hand frame, see Figure 3, or simply counts them. If the number of hits is very large which
implies a possibility of a mistake in the search conditions, the program asks the user for
confirmation before it displays the results.

Figure 3: Results of a multi-conditional search are displayed in the ‘hitlist’

Figure 4: The ‘quick search’ scrolls into view and highlights the closest match
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The entries in the ‘hitlist’ can be browsed in the same way as the entries in the main list.
Navigation through the main list and the hitlist is facilitated with a ‘quick search’ when the
user types only several initial letters of the lemma he/she is searching. The first exact match
or the closest match found is scrolled into view and highlighted, see Figure 4.
The list of entries found in the hitlist can be displayed in a separate window from
where it can be printed or saved as an HTML file in UTF-8 encoding for further processing,
see Figure 5. Since the language of most data categories is specified, the text of the dictionary
can be spellchecked in applications like Microsoft Word. Hyphenation works, too, which is
important for a better and space-saving layout.

Figure 5: The ‘hitlist’ entries are displayed in a window from where they can be saved
Entries can be added and edited with an HTML form. Two fields are mandatory: the lemma
and the domain to which it belongs. Additional fields and groups of fields can be revealed by
pressing the “Arrow down” button. For example, it is possible to add up to six variants /
synonyms of the lemma and as many target-language equivalents.
Some fields are a combination of a pick-up menu and a free-style field. For example,
in the usage field the user can choose a predefined value (rare, slang, etc.) or write a comment
of his/her own (e.g. “used in …”). Similarly, predefined abbreviations of the written sources
can be supplemented with page numbers.
Normally, the layout of each data category is defined by the style sheet. However, at
some stage we found it necessary to manually add layout to some fields. For example,
sometimes it is necessary to stress a segment of a note with italics or to use upper or lower
case. Some equivalents in our dictionary had to be interrupted with short additional
explanations in italics. Besides, we used a special font with stressed vocals for the Russian
equivalents. If tags and additional strings were used within the data categories, the search by
means of the database management system would have become problematic. To avoid this,
fields with formatting and supplements are duplicated in the database in a basic, plain text
form as well. To add formatting to a field, the user has to fill in the plain text field first and
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then to press a button which copies the contents into the formattable field. In the formattable
field, the user can add comments to the string or add formatting, for example using the Wordlike scrollable instrument pane on his/her left-hand side, as shown in Figure 6. The formatted
string is displayed in the entry but there is also a plain text version in the database which is
used for the purposes of searching and building an index. The same method can be used for
adding grammatical labels to term elements within the term like in “means pl. of payment”.

Figure 6: Stress marks, subscripts, etc. can be added to formattable fields
The program adds all special signs and brackets only when forming an entry. This prevents
input errors, makes terminologists’ life easier and allows altering one special sign or type of
brackets into another if necessary without making changes to the contents of the database.
The program makes the first letter lower-case and deletes the final dot in the definition
field and does vice versa in the note fields. However, it is possible to make exceptions when a
definition starts with a capital letter or ends in a dot according to grammatical rules.
The program prevents duplicate entries; a correct homonym index has to be specified
for homonyms. Cross-references are generated, edited and deleted fully automatically when
the user edits the main entry. Manual editing of cross-reference articles is not permitted. The
domain is normally not specified in cross-reference articles except for the cases when
reference articles contain homonyms.
The program checks that mutually exclusive fields are not filled in simultaneously.
For example, a term proposed by an expert cannot be marked as non-recommended or have a
written source. Daughter fields cannot be filled in when the mother field is not filled in. For
example, the source of the definition cannot be specified if the definition field itself is empty.
All these checks are performed when the user submits the form.
If the user is going to add a number of lemmata belonging to the same domain, he/she
can specify it in the ‘Preferred domain’ menu. The domain is automatically selected in the
add/edit form.
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The program automatically builds an alphabetical index of the target-language
lemmata, see Figure 7. Correct alphabetisation of the source and target-language lemmata
required several algorithms. Problems included non-alphabetical symbols and space marks,
small and capital letters, v and w which are treated as equal letters in the Finnish language, etc.

Figure 7: Target-language index is displayed in a new window
This was the terminographic processor MyTerMS in a nutshell. Many improvements and
enhancements are still planned. Among the most urgent ones are swapping the source and the
target language (multi-directionality), locking of the entries being edited and keeping a
history of searches. The glossary of the E.U. Neighbourhood Programme terms which has
been compiled in the Common Language Project will be the first trilingual glossary to be
stored in MyTerMS. There have also been plans to use MyTerMS as a starting point for a
multilingual termbank of the Department of Translation Studies of the University of Helsinki.
Time will show whether these plans become reality.
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The users and uses of TshwaneLex One
Gilles-Maurice de Schryver & David Joffe
TshwaneDJe Human Language Technology, Pretoria, South Africa
Department of African Languages and Cultures, Ghent University, Belgium
E-mail: {gillesmaurice.deschryver,david.joffe}@tshwanedje.com
Web: http://tshwanedje.com/
Abstract Ten months after the release of the dictionary compilation software TshwaneLex 1.0,
and just days away from the launch of TshwaneLex 2.0, this paper presents a snapshot of the
various users and uses of TshwaneLex to date.

1. Introduction
Development of the commercial, off-the-shelf dictionary compilation software TshwaneLex
began in May 2002. This followed an in-depth study of the then-available packages for and
approaches to dictionary compilation, as well as a survey of lexicographers’ dreams with
regard to ‘the dictionary of the future’ (De Schryver 2003). During the development of
TshwaneLex, early adopters included numerous teams in especially Africa and Europe.
Following the launch of TshwaneLex 1.0 in September 2005, the client base quickly grew to
well over a hundred users. Since then, seven free upgrades within the version one range have
been released. Now, in June 2006, just days away from the launch of TshwaneLex 2.0, it
seems like an appropriate moment to take stock of the users and uses of ‘TshwaneLex One’.
Two cautionary notes are in order. Firstly, the current field report will to some extent
be self-censored, as commercial clients typically do not wish to divulge their plans until their
products have reached the market. Secondly, as was the case with the early adopters, around
40% of the current users have already migrated to the next version, ‘TshwaneLex Two’, so
some aspects of the latter will also be touched upon.
2. TshwaneLex in a nutshell
TshwaneLex is a dictionary writing system to compile any type of dictionary with, for any
language(s). It is not a CQS (corpus-query system), DTP (desktop publishing) software, nor is
it a ‘generic XML editor’. Rather, the goal was to create a more specialised tool specifically
to optimise and assist with dictionary compilation, and to be as ‘user-friendly’ as possible in
that regard. Observe that this was the initial focus, and that CQS and DTP features as well as
increased XML support have been steadily added as the client base has grown and clients
have requested this or that feature. With the ‘Web as Corpus’ (Kilgarriff & Grefenstette 2003)
in mind, direct links between TshwaneLex and Google text and image searches have for
example been implemented, export options have multiplied with more possibilities for both
online (e.g. one article per HTML page) and hardcopy (e.g. first/last lemma on each page in
running header) options, while it is now also possible to import XML documents.
In TshwaneLex, a strict separation is made between the actual dictionary contents (the
data), the structure of each article (the dictionary grammar or DTD (document type
definition)), and the way those contents, given a certain structure, (may) look (the formatting
or style). Each of those levels is fully customisable, with the data level further subdividable
into unique and repetitive (metalanguage) material.
Among the many dictionary-compilation-specific features built into TshwaneLex are
fully automated cross-reference integrity tracking and updating (Joffe et al. 2003), dynamic
metalanguage customisation (De Schryver & Joffe 2005b), multidimensional lexicographic
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Rulers to help manage projects (De Schryver 2005), completely customisable sorting options
(De Schryver & Joffe 2005a), etc., and specifically for bilingual and multilingual dictionary
projects, powerful reversal and linked-view features (De Schryver & Joffe 2005a).
TshwaneLex One can be run from any stand-alone PC, and neither additional software
nor knowledge of databases is required. (Note that porting to other platforms such as Mac and
Linux is planned, while TshwaneLex Two contains network support.) Basically, TshwaneLex
has its own ‘internal format’ for processing data in-memory which it always uses, and has a
generic ‘input/output layer’ behind which backends/plugins exist (and more can be created)
for loading/saving data from/to different underlying formats, including (1) the native
TshwaneLex dictionary file (.tldict), (2) XML format, (3) a relational database, etc. (cf. the
section ‘extendible I/O architecture’ in Joffe et al. (2003)). The ‘internal format’ can
approximately be compared to a parsed XML document object. So internally TshwaneLex
does not hold the data as XML, but rather, more like XML that has already been parsed into
an in-memory structure. If saving to XML, the XML backend re-generates XML from the
document object. If saving to a relational database, the relational database saves for instance
rows to tables using SQL, and so on.
3. Basic user and usage statistics
From the start, it has been the intention to cater for both commercial and academic projects,
with in the latter case some level of philanthropy for languages listed in the UNESCO Red
Book of Endangered Languages. With currently 195 users of TshwaneLex, the breakdown is
as follows: 49% commercial, 47% academic, and 4% philanthropic. Around 29% of the users
work on their own (in isolation), while 71% work on a project in group – in each case the
software may be used to work on either a single or several projects simultaneously.
The family of TshwaneLex users presently spreads across the world, as is depicted on
the following map:

TshwaneLex users are found in Afghanistan, Albania, Argentina, Australia, Belgium,
Botswana, Canada, China, the Czech Republic, the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Estonia, France, Gabon, Germany, Ireland, Kenya, Luxembourg, Macao (China), Malaysia,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Russia, Rwanda, Slovenia, South Africa, South Korea, Spain,
Sweden, Taiwan, Tanzania, the U.K., the U.S.A., and Wales (U.K.).
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The number of different languages dealt with in TshwaneLex is even more diverse and
currently approaches one hundred, among them: Afrikaans, Albanian, Alor Malay, Arabic,
Acehnese, Bai, Balinese, Basque, Belarusian, Breton, Buginese, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese,
Cilubà, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, East Javanese, English, Estonian, Finnish, French,
Gaelic, German, Gimán, Haitian, Hmong, Iban, Icelandic, Indonesian, Inezeño Chumash,
Irish, isiNdebele, isiXhosa, isiZulu, Italian, Jakarta Malay, Japanese, Javanese, Javindo,
Kinyarwanda, Kiswahili, Korean, Kupang Malay, Ladino, Latin, Lingála, Low German,
Macedonian, Madurese, Makassarian, Malay, Menadonesian, Minangkabau, Moluccan, Muna,
Norwegian, Old English, Papiamento, Pashto, Petjoh, Picard, Polish, Polynesian, Portuguese,
Romanian, Rotinese, Russian, Sahu, Sasak, Scots, Sesotho, Sesotho sa Leboa, Setswana,
Singhalese, siSwati, Slovenian, Spanish, Sranantongo, Sundanese, Surinamese Javanese,
Swedish, Terik, Ternate Malay, Tshivenda, Ukrainian, Virgin Islands Creole English,
Walloon, Welsh, and Xitsonga.
Looking at the types of dictionaries
42%
4%
31%
that
are
being compiled with TshwaneLex,
Bi
Other
Various
one notices that half the projects treat at least
two languages (bilingual and semi-bilingual:
42%, trilingual and multilingual: 7%) versus
only 16% that are truly monolingual. In every
three out of ten projects (31%) a combination
of types is being produced simultaneously,
and in another 4% the focus is on the use of
TshwaneLex to teach (meta)lexicography, to
16%
7%
produce historical and dialect dictionaries or
Mono
Multi
even pictionaries and encyclopaedias. Across
the various types, roughly one fifth of the projects deal with LSP (language for specific
purpose) dictionaries.
The extent/size of projects for which TshwaneLex is currently being used varies
widely, from very small lexica to huge multi-volume reference works. To give an idea of a
project between these extremes, the latest 1,552-page A4-size Afrikaans–English desktop
dictionary by Pharos (Du Plessis et al. 2005) can easily be handled as a single TshwaneLex
file on a single PC, with some statistics as follows:
• over 77,000 main entries;
• over 200,000 when including all sub-entries;
• over 2,400,000 elements (nodes) in the document tree;
• which corresponds to an 86MB TshwaneLex file;
• or exported as Unicode text, about 36MB;
• which translates to approximately 18 million characters.
4. Sorts of issues arising in different sorts of circumstances
Clearly, with this wide geographical and typological coverage of users and uses, TshwaneLex
simply had to support Unicode (as well as left-to-right and right-to-left scripts) on all levels.
A flexible DTD with linked styles system that anyone without programming skills could set
up also had to be, and is, part of the standard TshwaneLex package (Joffe & De Schryver
2005).
Perhaps surprisingly, the current needs did not include network support nor over-complex
workflow modules. Conversely, all large teams (with on average around ten, but in one case
up to thirty users) wished to have advanced compare/merge tools at their disposal. A special
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effort was therefore put into the development of these. When teams work in a distributed
approach on a single project, three typical cases present themselves:
• different ‘chunks’ (e.g. different alphabetic sections, words belonging to different
word classes, or even different semantic fields) are being worked on, and are simply
merged periodically into a main database, after which that main database is
redistributed to all compilers;
• each compiler focuses on certain aspects of each article only (phonetics, definitions,
examples, etc.), with the same TshwaneLex file being sent from one compiler to the
next. This approach is sometimes combined with the previous one;
• in especially multilingual setups, where up to a dozen languages are being worked on
in parallel, each compiler focuses on his/her respective language(s), with their data
then being merged periodically, and a new version of the main database being
redistributed to all project members.
The latter approach is illustrated in the screenshot below, using data that is being
prepared by a team of over a dozen compilers under the guidance of Nicoline van der Sijs, for
her forthcoming book Nederlands in de wereld.

In this project, an inventory is made of all the Dutch words that have entered other languages
over the centuries. In TshwaneLex, each Dutch word has a treatment of its own (in the
screenshot snak [homonym 1] ‘snack’ and the block immediately underneath it), and then
linked to that any number of Vreemde taal ‘foreign language’ blocks (here, and so far, for
French and Norwegian). In the compare/merge illustrated here, the data from the compiler
focusing on the Nordic languages, which includes Norwegian, is being merged into the main
database. In this case, the synonym tussendoortje will be added to klein gerecht which was
already in the database. Observe that, in an earlier compare/merge pass, the updated/new
material from the compiler focusing on French had already been added, and those changes
will of course not be overwritten. Needless to say, after having clicked all the necessary
merge restrictions, combining databases is a fully automatic and seamless process.
A second aspect that is becoming increasingly important is the notion to be able to ‘extract’ a
multitude of dictionaries, each with their own characteristics, from a single, large database.
Hence, with a single click, one typically wants to extract a pocket versus a desktop dictionary,
or following another click a print edition versus an online version, or even a semi-bilingual
versus a monolingual dictionary, all from the same TshwaneLex file, and in each case with
the metalanguage in the appropriate format/language. In TshwaneLex this is achieved by
means of allowing for multiple sets of styles to be set up, and in version two, a sophisticated
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new ‘masks’ feature. These aspects are exemplified below for the above-mentioned Pharos
dictionary, where several different dictionary projects are currently being integrated into one
unique TshwaneLex file. (Note that in order not to divulge the publisher’s plans, only two
styles are shown here, ‘Full’ and ‘Pocket’.)

In this screenshot, the option was chosen to display the various styles simultaneously in the
preview area (the right half of the screen), so the various views (here ‘Full’ and ‘Pocket’) of
every article can be seen concurrently. Note for example the different styles for lemma signs
and parts of speech in the different editions, but also the automatic (re)numbering when
outputting selected levels of the data.
Thirdly, and hardly surprising given that TshwaneLex is being used in all corners of the world,
the wish was quickly voiced to enable the easy localisability of the GUI (graphical user
interface). See in this regard the screenshots below for the (in-progress) translation into Welsh.

© 2006 by Dewi Evans et al.
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The localisation of the TshwaneLex GUI is put at every user’s fingertips with the selfexplanatory built-in localisation editor. Particularly handy is the fact that the results of the
localisation can be seen in real time within TshwaneLex itself. At present, several localised
versions of TshwaneLex are already in use in Asia, Europe and Africa, in among others (and
respectively) Chinese, German and Cilubà.
5. Conclusion and outlook
Looking back, and keeping in mind that several dictionary writing systems did not quite make
it in the past, the creation and distribution of TshwaneLex has become a true success story.
Any licenses acquired henceforth will automatically be version two licenses. This second
version of course includes everything the first version has, but also contains some significant
improvements and a battery of new features. The already-mentioned ability to import XML,
better network/multi-user support, and a more versatile approach to the concept of ‘one
database, many dictionaries’, are some of them. Interlinked search features and filters, and
numerous user interface improvements that help speed up compilation work, such as click-inpreview-to-edit, highlight selected element, or an optional pop-up window for work on long
definitions, are but some of the others. No doubt, the family of TshwaneLex users will
continue to grow, and with new users come new uses, and thus exciting new features.
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Abstract Culler is a CQL (corpus query system) with focus on usability. Non-initiated users
get a grip of the system within ten minutes. Even without mastering a language of regular
expressions, one is able to formulate queries which yield precise lexico-grammatical
extractions. The corpus tool is found useful not only by linguists but also by researchers in
other disciplines. The simplicity of the interface does not necessarily mean that functionality
is sacrificed. Culler provides, among other things, frequency-sorted extractions of freely
chosen phrases and phrase patterns of any length, all in an instant. A function which is
particularly useful in dictionary writing is the possibility to extract candidates for new
dictionary words.

1. For corpus zealots and those who have not yet seen the light
The need to learn regular expressions discourages many potential users of corpora. And when
they do try to learn they often get disheartened while using it. A missing semicolon can result
in an insipid error message instead of a rich concordance.
Corpus tools are still primarily used by dedicated corpus-based linguists, which
probably is the reason why user-friendliness has not been considered a major issue. Corpora
seem to have a chance of becoming as widely used as dictionaries if the search process is
simplified. Culler is a CQL (corpus query system) which focuses on usability and provides a
user interface which is suitable for an amateur user.
A corpus specialist need not be disappointed, however. One of the particularly useful
features present in Culler is the frequency-based sorting of text strings matching any search
pattern. Another one is the possibility to extract candidates for new dictionary words or
special language terms.
2. Basic facts about Culler
Culler has been developed by Lexware Labs in Gothenburg, Sweden. It is being used and
tested by researchers and students at Göteborg University and Skövde University in Sweden
and Kraków University in Poland. Culler is used in a browser, such as Microsoft Internet
Explorer or Mozilla Firefox. It provides extractions of language data from very large corpora.
The architecture of the system is typical of an information retrieval system, with the addition
that text and request analyses are language specific, based on an explicit lexico-grammatical
language representation. This fact is decisive for some query types (cf. section 6). English,
Polish and Swedish instances have been created thus far.
Culler is meant to work with several corpora and adding new corpora is easy. This
feature is important, considering the need for ad hoc corpora in a variety of human activities.
For instance, a corpus of texts including a mention of ‘stem cell’ was created for the
Information Fusion Research Program (at University of Skövde) as a selection from PubMed
(which is a database of citations from life sciences journals) – a Stem Cell Corpus. Another
special corpus available in Culler is the corpus of Polish blogs (about 100 million words). The
English, Polish and Swedish corpora present in the Culler demo at http://www.nla.se/
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culler/ consist of literary and journalistic texts which have been downloaded from the

Internet. These three opportunistic corpora count about 50 million words each.
The dictionary of Culler’s English instance is based on the WordNet dictionary.
Simple, hand-coded word formation rules were used to identify inflected word forms. Part-ofspeech disambiguation is based on the Stanford Tagger. The Polish Culler does not include
part-of-speech disambiguation, only lemmatisation, based on the Polish Inflectional
Dictionary. Swedish texts get the best analysis: in addition to lemmatisation and tagging,
words are broken down into components. Analysis tools for Swedish are based on the
Gothenburg Lexical Database.
3. User interface
The Culler window is split into three frames. The command frame is at the top, where a
corpus query is entered and some options are set. Once the query has been executed, the
matching strings are shown in the concordance frame on the right and in the table
summarising the results on the left. Figure 1 shows the results for a query “&verb the &noun”,
which means a verb followed by the, followed by a noun (“&” marks a class of words).

Figure 1: Results for “&verb the &noun” with a tooltip for “&noun” at “take”
“Grouping” is an important parameter in the system. When it is set to “Most frequent”
the retrieved distinct phrases are sorted according to their frequency of occurrence in the
whole corpus. The summary table in Figure 2 shows frequency sorted phrases of the type: a
verb followed by “the” followed by a noun. The most frequent verb in this context is “say” in
the English corpus of the demo. The first column of the summary table shows the number of
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distinct excerpts retrieved into the concordance, the second column shows the number of
matching excerpts in the whole corpus (this number is not always equal to the total number of
occurrences, cf. section 5).

Figure 2: A tooltip prompting about all forms of “say” present in extractions
Three detail levels can be viewed in the summary table: word class, lemma and word
form. A quick way to browse the details is to draw a cursor over a variable or a lemma, upon
which a tooltip appears. The lowest detail level for the whole table is shown when “Expand”
is clicked. Clicking on a plus sign reveals the details of a column; to get back to the broad
view “Collapse” or a minus sign can be used. Changing the order in which the three levels are
exposed provides a variety of co-occurrence statistics, e.g. “&verb the trouble”, or “say the
&noun”, etc.
A broader context can be obtained by clicking the underlined part of a concordance
line. The context window is unusual in that dictionary definitions are hidden behind the words.
They appear in a tooltip on clicking a word, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Dictionary definitions appear in the window with broader context
4. Queries
Query formulation is easily learnt by trying the examples in the Culler tutorial. The user is
able to master the query language gradually, from simple to complex queries. A search phrase
is interpreted as a sequence of words, or symbols for word classes. Wildcards can also be used,
and symbols may be selected from a list. A word in a search phrase is matched in all its forms
unless it is written in quotes. Figure 4 shows an example of possible combinations of symbols:
“I*=&name” means ‘any name beginning with an I’. Despite the simplicity of the query
language, precise queries can be formulated. Combined with frequency-based sorting, this
leads to a variety of useful selections, such as set phrases and collocations.
Keeping the query language simple may involve some limitations in querying. For
instance, the intuitive interpretation of a search phrase as a sequence of words does not allow
the expression of intervals of positions. For example, when looking for an adjective in
positions 1-3 before a noun, three separate queries need to be entered: “&adj &noun”, “&adj
* &noun”, “&adj * * &noun”.
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Figure 4: A concordance obtained for the query “&det &name I*=&name &prep * &name”
5. Frequency-based sorting
The most valuable feature is the possibility of obtaining frequency-ordered selections of
freely defined word sequences in an instant. Even very general queries such as the most
frequent n-word sequences in the whole corpus are answered within seconds.
This feature was diligently exploited in extracting constructions which are specific to
the language of biomedical articles from the Stem Cell Corpus (Dura et al. 2006). Frequency
sorting helps bring multiword terminology to the surface, as shown in Table 1 – a part of the
summary table for the query “* &noun &noun &noun &noun #” (the last symbol means the
end of a sentence).
Table 1: Frequency-sorted extraction of sequences of four nouns from the Stem Cell Corpus
1
1
1
1
1
1

406
107
95
91
58
57

peripheral
reverse
reverse
long
hematopoietic
peripheral

blood
transcriptase
transcription
term
stem
blood

stem
polymerase
polymerase
bone
cell
progenitor

cell
chain
chain
marrow
transplant
cell

transplantation
reaction
reaction
cultures
recipients
transplantation

#
#
#
#
#
#

The second column of a summary table discloses the number of matching excerpts which
need to be consulted in order to provide a frequency-sorted selection. These numbers are not
always equal to the total number of occurrences of an excerpt in the corpus; this occurs only
when the number of distinct excerpts desired by a user (parameter “Excerpts”) is higher than
the number of occurrences shown in the second column. However, the frequency ordering is
always valid irrespective of how the “Excerpts” parameter is set, that is, top frequent matches
come always first.
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6. Extracting candidates for lexical entries
Indexing in Culler is done with reference to a specific dictionary. This feature enables queries
on candidates for dictionary words. In order to provide a valuable selection of this kind,
Culler excludes not only words already present in the dictionary but also non-dictionary
words such as proper names. Combined with frequency ordering, selections of this type can
be useful in updating general dictionaries or in extracting terms of a special language. Figure
5 shows a selection of verbs co-occurring most often with deverbal nouns from the Stem Cell
Corpus. The query used here is “&verb *lation=&new”, meaning any verb followed by a
word which is not present in the general dictionary and ends in -lation.

Figure 5: Frequency-ordered sequences of a verb followed by a “new” deverbal noun
7. Friendly and functional
The smooth entry to the system resides partly in the fact that default values are set for all
parameters and that a search phrase is simply interpreted as a sequence of words. When query
formulation is reduced to entering a sequence of words or symbols for classes of words, even
the first-time user is bound to succeed in obtaining some concordance.
The usefulness of Culler in dictionary writing is the result of two features. One is the
fact that queries can be related to a specific dictionary, which is represented explicitly in the
system. The other one is that frequency-sorting is possible for all kinds of queries. These
features provide for selections such as: the most frequent “new” words or the most frequent
terms of a special language.
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